
 

Chiral Perturbation Theory CAPT

We briefly encountered the concept of an

Effective Field Theory LEFT before when

discussing heavy flavors The basic idea

is that it should be possible to write down

a theory with just the degrees of freedom

that are present at a given energy In QCD

the low energy degrees of freedom are

hadrons fire T's K's p u not quarks

and gluons At very low energy it should

be possible to construct a Lagreugie involving

only the lightest hedrows Leff
E Lefflitt it it

By taking into account the



symmetries of QCD one can

organize Leff and obtain a

predictive framework CAPT

Chiral Symmetry

At low energies we can integrate

out the heavy quark flavors and

use

elf E UT Iif m 74g 4 a amI CD f dos
014mF

For the symmetry arguments we could also

work with the full Lace



The theory simplifies further if we take the

chiral limit my 0 Since only the mess

distinguishes the quarks
we can rotate one flavor

into another i e we have a symmetry

a If Y VII
Unitary 3 3 matrix

In feet without the mess term we have

FIB 4 KiB K t 4RID th

with Xu Ifl jes x Vr tht 85 4

We therefore can consider the independent

unitary rotations

K o k k j tr UrUp



Please note Vc and Vp are global flavor rotations

while the local Shine symmetry acts in the color space

of the individual flavors

let us parameterize

K exp ix r t i ta air
4 9
Uh SU Hf

For two massless flavors 4 du the generators

are the Pauli matrices to Tak a 1 2,3

with three meatless flavors 4 f we have

to th e l 8 the Gell Menu matrices

For each symmetry we obtain a classically conserved

current which according to
Noether's theorem is

n SL
j e j

est Egg 84



We thus end up with currents

Ln to jerk Lf I y ta k

Rr Er Jr 4k j Rf Tu je t tr

It is also useful to consider the vector and

axial currents

h L h t R F yet 4

Ah R h L r Tuffs 4

and analogously Vi Ai

It turns out that the axial current is
anomalous

0µA to due to quantumeffects One can

derive that No 3
I

An Yogi Emp G GP

The remaining SUI3 X Super3 x Ufl transformations



are a symmetry of the quantum theory and

each current has an associated conserved charge
QCD Hemilton Operator

Q fd3x ji mit HI QuJ o

For 3 massless flavors we have 2 8 1

conserved charges Qu QI QI

When a theory hes a symmetry one should

ask whether the spectrum is also symmetric

If not one says that the symmetry is spontaneously

broken Vafa Witter were able to show in 184

that vector like symmetries are int spontaneously

broken in vector like theoies like QCD so

only QE could be broken

let us consider the two possibilities in

turn for Ng 3 massless quarks



A Unbroken symetry QI lo 0

spectrum contains degenerate multiplex

of Gg Sui 3 X 5hr13

B Broken symmetry Qaa 107
O

Multiples of Sufi3

Nfl 1 8 massless Goldstone 6080ns

one QB for each broker generator

A careful derivation of Goldstone's theorem shows

that if the correlator

so I Qft Olt E I o

T f
carge for operator with quantum
broke symm nurses of QB

is nonzero the the theory must contain

a mess lets boson with quantum numbers of 0



In QCD one can choose 0 Pa 4 yesta 4 the

pseudosealer current One can show that exercise

so I QI Pak lo C ol Pro 4 ro l o

C O l UT y l o 3 Col d d lo j C015S lo

T
Shf3

The quantity Col 4 4 log Lol http IRK 107

is called the quark condensate
and breeks

chirel symmetry A woman isWing quark coudeusek

implies that chiral synn is broken and that

there are 8 pseudoseater QBs

Of course the quark masses are non zero and

chiral symmetry is not exact On the other

hand since the n d s masses are swell

one can treat the symmetry breeding trees



term as perturbation

Looking at the QCD spectrum one

finds three mesons Tt E to which are

quite light m E 140MeV They have spin 0

and are pseudo sealers It is plausible

that they are the sudd triplet of

Goldstone bosons associated with the

breaking of chiral symmetry in the fan

sector i

8412 X Surf Z o 8442

since the symmetry is explicitly broken by
the smell up and down quark messes

these pseudo Goldstone Bosons pGB

acquire a smell mass


